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SPRING IS JUST 

ROUND THE CORNER
As we enter the month of February, we are

looking forward to longer and brighter days

knowing this wil l  make a big difference as we

continue to face the challenges of Covid in

both our business and personal l ives. 

 

Here at Designated we are adopting a positive

attitude and hoping for some kind of new

normal sooner rather than later! 

We are continuing with our marketing activity

to increase awareness of our full range of

services. We are very well known for our PA

support and we aim to build the same

awareness of our marketing, finance and HR

services. 

Ultimately, we want to be seen by our clients

as a provider of a full range of business

support services 

 

Please get in touch if you would l ike us to share

some of our positivity with you. 

We all need a bit of a lift from time to time!
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Please get in contact. 

We are always happy to help

E: Hannah@designatedgroup.com

T:020 7952 1437



The Designated marketing team has recently

developed a brand identity for Ability FM, a new

facilities management company. 

Ability FM’s founder, Mark Wood, took the bold step

of setting up this new company in July 2020. 

Mark has over 32 years’ experience in facilities

management, so he has a vast amount of

knowledge regarding his competitors and how this

new company would need to standout.

As a new business, it was imperative that any visual

identity represented Mark’s values of Trusted,

Experienced, Established and Reliable. 

Working with the Designated marketing team, we

developed a visual identity that encapsulates these

with a standout logo and colour palette. 

This identity is being used across all of Ability FM’s

marketing and collateral – from stationary, client

newsletters to online advertising to the

development of the new website, due to be

launched this month.

Ongoing marketing support

Launching a new website is exciting and a real

milestone for any new company, but letting

potential customers know it exists is paramount to

the website’s success. 

In the last few months, the Designated marketing

team have been preparing Ability FM’s online

presence for the launch of the new website by

establishing social media profiles, delivering

content, creation of a client newsletter and a

company brochure. 

All of which are channels to deliver traffic to the

new website and create enquiries for Mark to

fulfill. 

Ongoing maintenance of any website is vital to

ensure the site remains relevant, interesting and

easily found by SEO as well as the monthly review

of Google Analytics on the site. Once the new

website is live, this report will inform Ability FM’s

Designated marketing team on visitors’ behaviour

so we can constantly make improvements to

ensure the site is always at its best.

The Designated Marketing team are delighted

to be part of Ability FM’s journey, and are here

to support Mark and the team at every turn.
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‘The marke t ing team a t

Designa ted real ly  unders tood

my aspira t ions for  my brand

and I  am deligh ted wi th 

the resul t . ’

 

Mark Wood,  Managing Direc tor,

Abil i ty FM

ABILITY FM - THIS
MONTHS CLIENT
SPOTLIGHT
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A logo can often be the first impression of your

company to your customers - for example via your

website. But your logo needs support to be able to

deliver your message and to give you clear standout

from your competitors.

Colours, tones and fonts are all determined by

the message you are trying to tell, and your logo

sets the stage for this story. These elements along

with your logo will translate onto all your branding

materials including letterheads, business cards and

your website. 

Dare to be different with your logo, because your

logo tells your customers why your business is

unique. In other words, your logo is the forum to

both convey your values and show customers why

you are not like your competitors – you are better. 

And, finally, your logo is the first thing that your

audience will look for when they see any

communications from your company. It should be

front and center of all your communications,

providing consistency and it provides an opportunity

to make sure your business stays in the minds of

your audience.

As a business your reputation is your greatest

asset. You know that potential customers and

employees research companies online to educate,

purchase or validate their decisions.

We are all hugely impacted by a company’s

“online presence”. It needs to be well managed,

ensuring that when your current or potential

customers Google your name, all the content they

read is positive and informative, with a clear visual

identity that creates a standout impression,

potentially validating their decision and instilling

confidence  in the potential relationship.

Why is a visual identity important in the form of a

logo and unique colour palette?  

Because it grabs attention, makes a strong first

impression, and is the foundation of your brand

identity. A professional logo and colour palette is

memorable, communicates personality and will

separate you from your competition. And ultimately

it is expected by your audience. 

Marketing Administration

WHY DOES A STRONG 

BRAND IDENTITY MATTER?
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The start of 2021 has understandably been

dominated by the continued coverage of the

COVID-19 pandemic, but the 1st of January 2021 also

marked the date the UK left the EU, and this brings

changes for all of us in the UK both in our personal

and business lives. 

 

On Christmas Eve, Boris Johnson proudly announced

that a UK-EU trade deal had been agreed,

containing rules for living, working and trading

together and this agreement took effect from 11pm

on 31st December. 

 

At Designated, our goal is to help our clients

manage and grow their private businesses, providing

the support needed to enable them to succeed

whilst also reducing the stress and pressure of

business ownership. 

As part of this commitment, we regularly share our

expertise and knowledge, aiming to offer helpful

guidance on best practice. We have been reviewing

how Brexit affects our business and we thought it

would be helpful to share our understanding with our

clients too, in the hope that it may help you

understand the key changes. 

We are by no means experts on this subject and the

information we provide is gleaned from our research

using the information provided by the Government

on their website. 

We would welcome your feedback and

comments to help us all gain a deeper

understanding of the important changes.

 

THE BREXIT EFFECT FOR 

SME BUSINESSES

Importing and exporting goods

Sharing data

Recruitment

The UK-EU trade deal is a 1200-page document, (the

summary is 34 pages long) describing exactly what

has been agreed which I doubt many of us will find

the time or motivation to read. The full document

can be accessed here.

Brexit seems to affect the SME business sector

sector in three main ways as follows:-

 

Importing and exporting goods
 
The borders between the UK and the EU are vital to

the flow of goods and any changes risk

problems developing quickly. 

 

When France shut their borders on Sunday 20th

December, a queue of over 2000 lorries very quickly

formed and there is a lot of anxiety that this could

happen in the coming weeks and months as result of

the new rules regarding import and export of goods

between the UK and EU. 
 
In the SME business sector, many businesses rely on

importing supplies and exporting goods and so this is

an important issue to think carefully about.

The new trade deal most definitely introduces

additional administration which needs to be manged

and this will introduce extra costs.  
 
Some businesses will be able rely on their suppliers

to handle the change of processes and the

additional administration involved, but others will

need to address these changes themselves and bear

the cost of additional administration at a time when

cash flow is already under pressure due to the

effects of the Covid crisis.

Cont..
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/agreements-reached-between-the-united-kingdom-of-great-britain-and-northern-ireland-and-the-european-union


 
 

Sharing data
 
As part of the EU, businesses in the UK were able to

receive personal data freely from all EU countries

and this was extended to cover the transition period

up to the end of 2020. The Brexit agreement has

permitted this freedom of data to continue for no

more than 6 months until “adequacy decisions” have

been adopted. 
 
Information Commissioner, Elizabeth Denham

said:

“This is the best possible outcome for UK

organisations processing personal data from 

the EU.

This means that organisations can be confident

in the free flow of personal data from 1 January,

without having to make any changes to their

data protection practices.

We will be updating the ICO guidance on our

website to reflect the extended provisions and

ensure businesses know what happens next. At

this stage it’s good news for businesses and

public bodies.”

 

For further updates you can follow www.ico.org.uk

 

It is hugely ambitious to agree a new regulatory

alignment within 6 months and the ICO is

recommending that businesses who receive data

from EU and EEA organisations work with them to

put in place “alternative transfer mechanisms” to

avoid any issues later this year.

Recruitment 
 
The third area of relevance relates to the recruitment

of employees from outside the UK. 

For many years UK businesses have relied upon

employees from the EU coming to work in the UK and

Brexit is going to make this more complex. 

There are additional responsibilities and costs for us

as employers. Some business sectors such as

healthcare and hospitality are concerned that,

without the additional support of employees from

outside the UK, they will struggle to employ sufficient

resource. 

 

Brexit does not stop us from employing people from

outside the UK, but it does put additional procedures

in place and a greater responsibility on us as the

employer.

EU citizens currently living in the UK by 31st

December 2021 will see no change to their rights

and status until 30 June 2021. To continue living in

the UK after June, EU citizens can apply to the UK

settlement scheme. For EU citizens moving to the UK

after 1st January 2021, they may be required to apply

for a Visa. 

 

Employers will be able to recruit “Skilled workers”

from the EU after 1st January, but it will not be

possible to recruit from outside the UK for jobs

offering a salary below £20,480 or jobs at a skill

level below “RQF3” which we understand is

equivalent to A level. For some jobs in health and

education and also for people at the start of their

careers, there are different salary rules. 

To understand more about the required skill level and

salary levels follow this link.

There is a documented process to follow to employ a

skilled worker and you will also need to pay a licence

fee between £536 and £1476 depending on whether

you are classified as a small sponsor or charity, or a

medium or large sponsor.

As business owners and employers, we need to

consider how Brexit affects us and ensure we are

aware of the additional responsibilities it places

upon us. In general Brexit seems to add additional

responsibilities and processes and also additional

direct and indirect costs.

As mentioned earlier, this is not our area of expertise

and we are approaching this as business, ensuring

our own company is compliant, and also as a service

provider to other businesses. We want to make sure

we are well informed, and we thought it would be

helpful to others for us to summarise and share our

understanding.

As always, we welcome your feedback and

comments, especially if you have a deeper

understanding than we do. 

We look forward to hearing from you.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-points-based-immigration-system-further-details-statement


MEET OUR TEAM

LISA CUSHING - HEAD OF FINANCE

All businesses need an accountant to provide the

specialist service that HMRC requires when

reporting on tax, whether private or business.

Your business is no exception, so it makes

absolute sense that Designated develop and grow

our finance business further to provide our clients

with an additional service alongside our PA

support and marketing.

Most businesses have a very distant relationship

with their accountant which consists of a flurry of

emails at year end chasing for information to

prepare the end of year accounts or once a

quarter when the VAT return is due.

Our service wil l  be in l ine with our other services,

in that we wil l provide you with our expertise in a

flexible manner and our team will become part of

your team supporting you with your finances

throughout the year.

We are delighted to introduce our latest new

Designated Group team member, Lisa Cushing.

Lisa is a fully qualified accountant who has

worked in both large corporates and smaller

businesses.

With this experience Lisa adds strong leadership

and knowledge to our established finance team.

Lisa would be delighted to work with you to fully

understand your business goals and provide

support to make them achievable.

Marketing Finance HR & RecruitmentAdministration
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Please get in contact. with Lisa 

to  discuss how we can support 

your financial needs.

E: Lisa@designatedgroup.com

 


